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1. The Cenobite Leader, Pinhead, in the Hellraiser franchise seems to take on different roles and personalities 
throughout, but his appearance, pins stuck into its head from all angles, remains the same. What was he is 
his human form?

2. When the director was pitching this film, he was describing it as 'a story about a long-lived possession ritual 
told from the perspective of the sacrificial lamb'. What film is this?

3. Leatherface, a man-child who wore his victims' faces as a mask, used what weapon on his first victim in the 
1974 THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE cult classic?

4. Terrifier 1 and 2 showcases one of the most sadistic horror clowns yet. Writer and producer, Damien Leone 
wanted to make his appearance in direct contrast to what other infamous clown?

5. Which 2024 horror film about a haunted swimming pool stars Wyatt Russell and Kerry Condon?

6. What is the name of the haunted hotel in THE SHINING?

7. THE GIRL NEXT DOOR is a film about family abuse and based on a true story, which was first told in a novel 
published in 1989. Who was the author?

8. In the 2018 film SUSPIRIA, Tilda Swinton plays Helena Markos as well as dance teacher Madame Blanc, and 
she even had a third role. What other character is she?

9. Which comic horror film stars Christopher Lee as CALLUM CHANCE?

10. Out of all the FINAL DESTINATION films, which one did fans vote their favourite?

11. Which 1956 science fiction horror film starring Kevin McCarthy features as its antagonists the POD PEOPLE?

12. JENNIFER'S BODY is the story of a Satanic virgin sacrifice gone horribly wrong. Since Jennifer wasn't a 
virgin, what does the ritual turn her into?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. A Soldier (Captain in the Army)
2. Hereditary (2018)
3. A hammer
4. Pennywise
5. Night Swim
6. The Overlook Hotel

7. Jack Ketchum
8. Dr. Josef Klemperer
9. Funny Man
10. Final Destination 2 (2003)
11. Invasion of the Body Snatchers
12. A Succubus
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